Coeds Air Play Tonight

Who is Susan B. Anthony? Who is she...she's one of eight ladies who comprise the duly-elected Griswold and Someday-Governing-Committee of—Five Women's Section. She is fake...or is she fake? Does anyone know?

Maybe you will be able to answer that question after you see the Babson Co-eds' production of Arthur Kopit's one act play, CHAMBER MUSIC. The production takes place Thursday evening, December 3, at 8 p.m., in Knight Auditorium. "Don't miss it!" The Co-eds promise your evening will be filled with laughter, astonishment, confusion and, at times, utter chaos.

Members of the cast include: Barbara Lynn as Susan B. Anthony in early advocate of Women's Lib; Mary Grace Roberts as Gertrude Stein, an expatriate writer of the last generation; Phyllis Spoon as66 oat Johnson, wife of Martin Johnson, safari hunter. Wolfgang Mozart's wife is played by June Cohen; Tricia Pretzien portrays Pearl White, the actress who spent quite a bit of time tied to railroad tracks. Margaret Mari is her rusty suit of armor plays Joan of Arc; Queen Isabella, the lady from ancient Spain, is played by Jessie Longley and last, but not least, there is Amy Mason as Amelia Earhart (that's how she does it!).

Don't forget—Knight Auditorium on Thursday evening at 8:00—Don't Miss It! Oh, yes—donation is 50¢ (the co-eds are a non-profit organization). See you there...and remember that Amelia Earhart is alive and well...or is she?

February 1
5 Fri. M.I.T. *Away 7:00
6 Sat. Roxbury College *Away 8:30
9 Tue. Univ. of Connecticut *Home 8:30
16 Sun. Lafayette College *Home 2:30
19 Wed. Trinity College *Away 7:30
February 1
3 Wed. Holy Cross College *Home 8:30
5 Fri. M.I.T. *Home 8:30
8 Sun. Brooklyn College *Away 8:30
9 Tue. New Haven College *Away 8:15
12 Fri. Univ. of Connecticut *Away 7:30
17 Wed. Stony Brook *Home 8:30
20 Sat. Tentative *Away 8:30
22 Tue. Holy Cross College *Away 8:30
24 Wed. M.I.T. *Home 8:30
March
1 Wed. New Haven College *Home 8:30
4 Fri. Harvard University *Away 8:30
AN OPINION
by Reed V. Hillman

There has been a great deal of discussion lately in the Bahnon Free Press about the term "rhetoric." Some members of our community are concerned that the advice the decision making body of teachers of questionability, so that fair decisions can be made. I fear that students may not yet see much evidence, however, that new instructors will be given the opportunity to secure their position. Also, I have seen that the Bahnon Student "Minority" as an issue of controversy can be very pyramidal. Power in the student body is concentrated in the hands of a very few vocal campus students, which is not at all on the level of theirstring. Those of the Social Science students writing of campus, or working less hours on outside jobs have no voice in what goes on in student affairs. I agree with our own first year's position, but so many less the right of the vocal few to claim the right to speak for the "Bahnon student body" on campus issues. Simply because so few don't have much to say with Mr. Hanauer because of his political convictions. The greatest teacher ever had in my entire life, Susan Cheney, had the same sort of liberal to radical ideas. The biggest difference between these two was simple. He talked about caring, she really did care. I realize too that there are professors here who are worse than Mr. Hanauer, hopefully a fair system of faculty evaluation will be established. I don't think we should slow or reward its institutions, or try to select the best of them. I believe in giving careful consideration to every point of view, so I hope we all do that in this case. To the Editor,

Graduation is coming up fast for someone who has made plans to go to Graduate School, many of us are faced with the job of the task, if, however, you have to go into the Army. Whatever the case, the world will graduate students to face a far different one than the one which we graduates of Bahnon have faced while graduating from the school. The world is troubled, many people demand rapid change, people demand the Constitution, trouble and turmoil fill our paths as evidenced by the Strike that occurred at Bahnon last spring. Students at Bahnon were divided on the issue. I am inclined to think that we will be able to meet a far more complex world. Students want relevancy, both in the education and life after they graduate from school.

This type of thinking is rare these days. The American proposal has been brought up. To do, a scholarship for the American Indians, who would not be able to attend college is far more important than a beca-

The free Press hopes that everyone during this period and that following it will have as fine a time as possible. During the period of final exams we will be unable to publish complete magazines. The officers will continue to be of valuable service to the community. Being convinced with our belief that in order to be most effective, we must confine our interests to a certain campus, our goals will be thwarted.

Feeling that the community is lacking in the spirit of Christmas and Chanukah, it is time to slow down and enjoy life, an acknowledgement of friendships and love will be attempted to increase this spirit. First of all we will place in the mail room a receptacle for the cigarette packs that are saved and engraved in our name. Second we will decorate the classrooms and other areas of prime activity in hopes that it will bring us the "business life" which we all enjoy so much. The.ComponentModel for the collection of empty cigarette packages is located on a box on the front page and we hope that the facts presented will stimulate you to react quickly. Below are the letters to be self explanatory as they favorably add to your environment.

This paper believes in the happiness of life and (in line with our quote of the week) hopes that our actions comply with your. HOW THEY VOTED

To the Editor:

I am in firm agreement with the editorial opinion in the Free Press regarding Prof. Hanauer (Cicero Ward "back up why don't you and Eddie get along with Prof. Hanauer. I realize that Carpen
ter doesn't feel professors should express upon their feelings in the FREE PRESS or any other forum, but the time is long past, and of the time-
lapse, remain incoherence and travel to the college from class to class and not take the view of the faculty concept. Applied locally, "due" does not mean that further statements he feels that this "uncaseless" involved in exposing his beliefs in the Bahnon News. We cannot create a favorable atmosphere for all students because of the existence of a future teaching job, Hall, "for
teaching jobs are high," he said. The sacred institution already, just as.

It's about time Krettel, Bahn-
dover, and Carpenter came clean. Stop hiding their political
guides and give them credit. Need we remind you that our colleges, etc., support your stable paycheck. If we worry about ours. It is advisable for the students to demand the teachers and be satisfied with nothing less.

Ameil
Jim Whitney

To the Editor:

At the November 16 meeting of the Student Government, I entered a proposal to rescind the movement action to place into a trust fund, for a four year scholarship for one student, $12,200 which was to be allocated to the Social Convexitas.

My proposal to rescind passed, but the referendum which I had hoped to win for the students, was defeated, I felt in a situation as this, where over half of the student-activities budget was concerned, the issue should have been presented to our student body. My opponents contended that the referendum wisdom would set a precedent whereby the Student Government would be allowed to devote its money to other causes. The argument is plain that since the government of the world will not go to the students if it doesn't really represent them?

Respectfully,
LJ Fessell

The most I have been told with questions such as what is Blue Key, what does it mean, and what are its purposes? Blue Key is the largest honor society in the country. Blue Key being one of about 140 chapters. Members are chosen on the basis of academic ability, leadership, college involvement and character. Most members in the top 35% of their class, are leaders in their own way, and also have respect for each other and the rules.

Normally, there are two to three classes being elected each spring. This year however, there will be a Spring pledge class to be selected in a similar manner. To be eligible, students must first take the pledge test. The minutes in the meeting are held under the new system. Then, if Blue Key is interested, the individual will receive a letter.
THIS COULD BE YOU IN CURACAO

JAN. 2-9

8 DAYS AT THE NEW ARTHUR FROMMER HOTEL

GOLF, TENNIS, BOATING
BREAKFAST SERVED DAILY

ONLY $199

(plus service tax)

NON-STOP BOEING 707
CASINO GAMBLING

For Information Call Or Write:
Colpitts Travel Center
89 Franklin St. Boston, Mass. 617-126-6200
ask for 'Student Tours'

Limited number of seats available
december 3, knight auditorium
AH MY LITTLE WOLFGANG,
CALLING......

MEIN LIEBCHEN WOLFGANG,
YOU WILL BEGIN DON GIOVANNI......

Presented by Richard Nugent

Auditorium at 8 pm
**MENU**

**Thursday**
- Lunch: Hamburger, Spanish Rice, Egg Salad, Pot Roast, Chow Mein, Spanish Omelet
- Dinner: Chili, Grilled Cheese, Salmon Loaf, Fruit Salad Plate

**Friday**
- Lunch: Fried Eggs, Blueberry Hotcakes, Bagels, Charcoal Broiled Steak
- Dinner: Waffles, Scrambled Eggs, French Fries, Sauerkraut

**Saturday**
- Lunch: Sloppy Joe, Tuna & Ki King, Denver Sandwich, Broiled Chicken, Beef Stew, Apple Fritters
- Dinner: Club Sandwich, Turkey Pie, Chef's Salad, Roast Pork, Spaghetti with Meat Sauce, Beef Turnover

**Sunday**
- Lunch: Barbecued Ham, Baked Macaroni, Turkey Salad
- Dinner: Gourmet Supper*

---

**HOOPERS OPEN WITH WIN**

Swimmers lose to UNH.

The varsity basketball team opened its 1970-71 season last Tuesday night in a home contest against Suffolk University and won resoundingly, 93-76.

Four Babson players scored in double figures: Jack Teitzman was the high man with 23 points, Tim Viscott and Steve Bernard both had 17, Ernie Day, who also did a fine rebounding job, scored 14. Dwight Keeler added six points, two came on a jump shot from about half-court just before the buzzer ending the first half.

This weekend the team travels to Pennsylvania where they will play Delaware Valley College on Friday and Penn-Marist College on Saturday.

---

**Skaters Lose In Opener**

The Babson hockey team lost two nights ago to a tough Lowell Tech team 6-3, Babson led at the end of the first period 5-1 on goals by Joe Mahoney and Cal Quadri. The Beavers also tied in the last 20-50 Freestyle and sophomore Bob Kervick in the 200 Individual Medley and 400 Freestyle relay.

The swim team meets W. F. L. at 7:30. The swim team meets W. F. L. at 7:30 p.m., next Tuesday, December 8 at Worcester.

---

**LETTERS CONTINUED**

*Accident
Work A Specialty
151 Linden Street
Wellesley
235-3141
235-3081

**BERNARDI'S Body Shop**

152 Washington Street
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts
Phone: (617) 394-9464

---

**BABSON'S REPORTS INC.**

FOUNDED BY ROGER BABSON 1904

Wellesley Hills

---

**TAPES and PLAYERS**

**CUSTOM CAR RADIOS**

261 Worcester Turpina grade across street from McDonald's

- Tape players as low as $39.95
- 8 Track & Cassette tape $49.99
- Complete installation facilities
- Complete line of AM & FM STEREO CAR RADIO

---

**Central War Surplus**

433 MASS. AVE.
Central So. Cambridge
A Problem Solved

In the course of planning a newspaper, any newspaper, it is inevitable that there will occasionally arise such a dilemma which to human minds appears insoluble. Recently I have wondered how editors manage to fill every single void in a newspaper? This, too, was our problem. By now you have discovered how we solved it.
OUTING CLUB OFFERS

VARIED ACTIVITIES

Last October the Babson Outing Club took a two day excursion to Tuckerman's Ravine, Mount Washington, New Hampshire. The club spent two days and nights on the mountain, climbing and just taking in the beautiful scenery. It was a great opportunity to relax and get away from all the tensions of college and city life. This was the club's first trip and it can only be called a success.

The Outing Club has plans for more trips throughout the year. This winter there are trips planned for skiing, snowshoeing, and cross-country skiing. This spring the Outing Club is planning to do more mountain climbing plus canoeing, cycling, sailing, fishing, and horseback riding. Anyone may join the club. The winter schedule is as follows: January 23–Day skiing at Water Valley.


Outing Club generally meets Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the Newton Building. Meetings are open to the public.

THE GRID GUESSER

Oakland 24

The 24s are coming off three wins in a row and have really looked impressive. But the Raiders have four days rest for this one and should beat the Jets in their tune for Kansas City.

Kansas City 17

The 17s are smarting after getting upset by Houston and will try to repeat their earlier victory over the Chiefs. For K.C. this will be a warm-up for the tough Oakland game but this one will also be tough.

Miami 27

The Dolphins need to win the rest of their games in order to vie for a playoff spot. The Pats beat the Dolphins earlier in the year and Miami will be up for revenge in the Orange Bowl.

Detroit 10

The 10s are coming off three wins in a row and have really looked impressive. But the Raiders have four days rest for this one and should beat the Jets in their tune for Kansas City.

Denver 14

The Broncos should be smarting after getting upset by Houston and will try to repeat their earlier victory over the Chiefs. For K.C. this will be a warm-up for the tough Oakland game but this one will also be tough.

Baltimore 23

The Colts came back from a seventeen point deficit to beat the Bears last week. If they can stop all the interceptions, Dallas has been throwing, they should win handily. Philly gave the Cards a run for their money but were a bit out of their class as they are this week.

Philadelphia 14

The Giants are still in the race for a playoff spot and should outclass the Bills. Buffalo looked very weak against the Patriots and will have been hands down with Turkleton. Giants to win handily in this one to the Card game.

Cleveland 20

The Charger playoff hopes are abruptly come to an end after their loss to Kansas City and Cleveland. The Bengals have won four in a row and seem to have momentum, I'm picking them to upset the Chargers in San Diego.

Pittsburgh 9

The 76s go with the Pack in this low scoring affair. The Steelers are good one week, bad the next, and this is their week to be bad. Definitely a defense struggle with the Steelers hard pressed to score a touchdown.

San Francisco 24

The Cowboys should take this high scoring affair as Washington is definitely hurting without their top running back, Washington. The Redskins defense has to be one of the worst in the league and poses no unusual problems for the Dallas offense.

Atlanta 21

This should be one hell of a ballgame. Both of these teams have excellent running backs. The reasons why picking the Lions to win are; 10 days rest, home field advantage, and it's do or die, Cards can afford the loss, the Lions can't.

New Orleans 13

Los Angeles 21

The Saints have played consistently poor since they beat Detroit. They're due for a good effort but it'll have to be awfully good to beat the Rams. They'll give the Rams a tough fight but unless they'll fall to a tough Rams team.

STEREOS

Components & Accessories

Best Equipment

at Lowest Prices!

COMPLETE LINES

MARANTZ

SCOTT

GARRARD

SONY

GRUNDIG

PICKERING

KROSS

and MANY others at

your stereo headquarters:

MARC SIEGEL

108 PARK MANOR

TEL: 237-4386
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THE GRID GUESSER

Oakland 24

Jets 10

The 24s are coming off three wins in a row and have really looked impressive. But the Raiders have four days rest for this one and should beat the Jets in their tune for Kansas City.

Kansas City 17

Denver 14

The Broncos should be smarting after getting upset by Houston and will try to repeat their earlier victory over the Chiefs. For K.C. this will be a warm-up for the tough Oakland game but this one will also be tough.

Miami 27

Baltimore 23

The Dolphins need to win the rest of their games in order to vie for a playoff spot. The Pats beat the Dolphins earlier in the year and Miami will be up for revenge in the Orange Bowl.

Houston 24

Cleveland 20

The Others seem to have put it all together against the Broncos and will be ready for the Browns. With Charlie Johnson at the helm the Browns defense will be hard pressed. Cleveland is not the Browns we once knew and should be upset in the Monday night club.

Cincinnati 20

San Diego 17

The Charger playoff hopes are abruptly come to an end after their loss to Kansas City and Cleveland. The Bengals have won four in a row and seem to have momentum, I'm picking them to upset the Chargers in San Diego.

Baltimore 23

Philadelphia 14

The Colts came back from a seventeen point deficit to beat the Bears last week. If they can stop all the interceptions Dallas has been throwing, they should win handily. Philly gave the Cards a run for their money but were a bit out of their class as they are this week.

New York 31

Buffalo 16

The Giants are still in the race for a playoff spot and should outclass the Bills. Buffalo looked very weak against the Patriots and will have been hands full with Turkleton. Giants to win handily in this one to the Card game.

Green Bay 16

Pittsburgh 9

The 76s go with the Pack in this low scoring affair. The Steelers are good one week, bad the next, and this is their week to be bad. Definitely a defense struggle with the Steelers hard pressed to score a touchdown.

Minnesota 27

Chicago 7

Assuming Cusano can play this week the Vikings will romp over the Bears, Chicago always has trouble scoring on Minnesota and this week should be no exception. The Vikings won't dare play two poor games in a row.

Dallas 34

Washington 23

The Cowboys should take this high scoring affair as Washington is definitely hurting without their top running back, Washington. The Redskins defense has to be one of the worst in the league and poses no unusual problems for the Dallas offense.

Detroit 20

St. Louis 19

This should be one hell of a ballgame. Both of these teams have excellent running backs. The reasons I'm picking the Lions to win are; 10 days rest, home field advantage, and it's do or die, Cards can afford the loss, the Lions can't.

San Francisco 24

Atlanta 21

The Falcons have beaten the 49ers three times in a row and could upset them again. They really played poorly against Miami and the Cardinals should have them up for this one. San Fran needs it bad and should test squeak by.

Los Angeles 21

New Orleans 13

The Saints have played consistently poor since they beat Detroit. They're due for a good effort but it'll have to be awfully good to beat the Rams. They'll give the Rams a tough fight but unless they'll fall to a tough Rams team.